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It is not as countries that China and Europe can
interact. Nor is it wholly about markets and
pursuing economic self-Interest. It is about being
the homes of two great civilization traditions

ognition that for all the frustrations the outside
world experienceswhile dealing with the EU, it
remains a remarkable project-an undertaking
that has lasted multiple crises and challenges,
and now looks secure. The UK is,as ever, the
great spoiler in this,with its plannedreferendum
in 2017 about continuing as a member. But
PrimeMinisterDavidCameronhasmade it clear
that he wants reform of the EU.not withdrawal
from it Forallthe shocksover the lastfew years.
the EU is a major part of the global economic
and political system. Chinese leaders take it
seriously-often more so than some of the
national leaderswithin the EU.

They are right to wish the EUsuccess.In a
world of mounting uncertainty, from Southeast
Asiawhere Thailand is undergoing another pe
riod of military rule. to Ukraine and its tensions
with Russia.to unrest over a falling economy
in Braziland continuing spats between South
Koreaand North Korea--to say nothing of the
multiple instabilities in Africa, Central Asia and
South Asia-the EUat least preserves some
certainty. And on the whole. the sources of
stabilitywithin the international order are things
that are increasingly necessary. Europe has a
searing history of the costs of internal conflict
and instability. In that sense, the EUsets itself
up asan exemplar of unity built on centuries of
fighting.

collaboration.more sharingof ideasand people
to-people links, and attempts to map out a
common vision of the world where they might
be able to work more easilywith each other in a
geopoliticalfashion.

Eventshaveoccurred that have threatened
to challenge that aspiration. In 2005, the EU
failed to lift the arms embargo that had been in
place since 1989 following pressure from the
United States. It also failed to bestow market
economy status on Chinadespite doing so for
Russia.In addition, there were disagreements
a few years later over what action to take in
Syriaduring the prolonged cMI war there. and
over the responseto the unrest in Ukraineover
2013 into 2014.

The EU has also transformed over this
period, so that it is not the same entity even
compared to a little over a decade ago. It is now
bigger, embracing a number of new countries
that joined the existingones to bolster the over
alltotal of EUmember statesto 28.Additionally,
it went through the trauma and self-doubt of
the 2009-10 euro-zone crisis,where for a peri
od it looked like the whole project of a common
currency shared by 17 of the member states
would break up.

In 2014,we can seethat the EUwasa more
robust entity than many had suspected. The
visitsby Chineseleadersis,in someways, a rec-
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Overcoming challenges
China and the EU established the framework
for a comprehensive strategic partnership over
a decade ago in 2003. At the heart of this was
the hope for more openness between their
economies, but alsofor agreement on greater

E urope is being visited frequently by
Chinese leaders in 2014. In March,
President Xi Jinping made the first ever

visit by a head of state from Chinato Brussels,
which is, in effect the headquarters of the EU
and the place where most of its main offices
and representatives are based. In June, both

. Premier U Keqiang and fellow Political Bureau
Standing Committee member Uu Yunshanvis
ited countries in Europe.Therewill undoubtedly
be other visits before the end of the year.And
this ison top of the many visits by EUmember
states' and European countries' leaders to
China.

Of course, all this activity could be inter
preted simply as recognition that two such vast
and important trading entities need this levelof
engagement with each other. In terms of trade
flows and inward and outward investment,
the health of the EU and China are intimately
interlinked. However. this is also a relationship
where it is not just about the market but about
broader strategic interests.
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A pragmatic partnership
This warm public view c&~rope is a great as
set for Europeans. The, "",joy, on the whole,
a more positive response. at least according
to these surveys,than c;:-er countries like the
United States and Iapar nere answerswere
more qualified and cc+olex, There is one
challenge, however: U~ ~.Ethe United States
and Japan,which at leiS: -eve unified country
identities,Europeisa ~ent and so it ishard
to categorize. Usually :e:;;:>lelook on it as a
mixture of the differer: ~st countries, from
Germany to France,to 5::':::1.Italy.Greeceand
the UK. It does not she:=:::common language;
not even a common a...sn; orethnicity. .

Europe, if it is any::--:5 is about diversity.
And the EU has intrc=_::ed at least some
harmony among th 5 : .ersity so that the
very profound clashes 7 :.'1epast, from the
European wars of the .:::-J century onward
right up to the devaszc .5 fights of the 20th
century World Wars,a-= _-repeatable. In that
sense, the idea of ci\ _,,:onal values are the
things that most tie E..r::c (0 Chinais a useful

of those surveyed kne that it was mainly
headquartered in Brusses,
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There are times when the EUpresents this
in a seemingly superior and preachy manner.
Many Chinese criticize it for the ways in which,
like the United States,it seems to want to pro
mote its values and ideals for the rest of the
world to follow. Many of these social and politi
cal valueswere enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty
of 2009. which now, in effect, serves as the
Constitution of the whole union. Evenso,when
he went to the College of Europe in March,
President Xi was able to speak of China and
Europe being "civilization partners." This hints
at leastof some cultural and values overlapbe
tween the two.

Where might this overlap be located?
In surveys completed by Nottingham
University in the UK and Chinese partners.
which were conducted across a number of
cities in China from 2009 and funded by the
EU,questions were asked about public views
on Europe among different sectors of the
Chinese urban population. On the whole, the
feedback was positive. Europe was regarded
as a place of culture, history, great art, and a
favored tourist destination. Those surveyed
were knowledgeable about not only Europe
and its different countries, but also. more
surprisingly, about the EU.For instance, most

MASS MATRIMONY: Chinese couples from Shanghai walk past Greeks dressed in traditionc. Cretan attire during a mass wedding in
the City of Chania on the Greek Island of Crete on April 25

one. It is not as countries, therefore,
that China and Europe can interact
Nor is it wholly about markets and
pursuing economic self-interest It is
about being the homes of two great
civilization traditions, which have
contributed immeasurably to the
world's heritage and the develop
ment of humanity.

This is a very respectful label to
accord Europe, and that President
Xi stated it right at the heart of
Europe, and the EU project, is sym
bolically highly important. One of
the complaints over the last decade
since strategic relationship status in
2003 is that there has sometimes
been a lack of respect by the EU
side toward China. In many ways,
the civilization framework addresses
this. If a partner talks to you as an
equal in such a crucial area, then
the message is clear-there needs
to be equality in terms of dialogue
and mutual views.

It is true that the documents
issued at least officially by the EU
have the tone of a teacher trying
to set a student straight when they

address China. They speak of China needing
almost to become more like the EU. and to
align itself with values the EU says it stands by
and espouses. Over the last decade, things have
become more complex in this area. The EU has
had to ask itself some deep questions regarding
the nature of commitment between its diverse
members. In some ways it has become prag
matic and less ambitious.

Perhaps this means that the label "pragmatic
cMlization partners" is the best one to usenow. It
movesaway from talkingpurelyof atransactional
relationship where it is all about trade and the
hunt for materialbenefit,but it doesat leastallow
both sidesto standbywhat they believetheir cul
tural,sodaland other valuesarewhile respecting
each other. That reintroductionof a certain level
of idealismabout each other, and the possibility
at leastfrom time to time of dreamingwith each
other and trying to aim for the same things is
important Mer all, the EUrepresents in many
ways the victory of idealsover day-to-dayreality.
Itscontinued existencein the face of crises isa
good thing-for the EUitself, aswellas for China
andthe rest of theWorld.•
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